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Abstract. Though traditional authorization models can ensure the security of
equipment, they don’t offer promise both for good quality of service and for strong
system robustness. Therefore, this paper presents a semi-distributed authorization
model which splits the single decision point into two roles: core-authorization
decision point and sub-authorization decision point. In this model, several deci‐
sion points can provide authorization service for one and the same equipment.
The experimental results prove that this model can effectively reduce authoriza‐
tion service time and has some marked advantages on system robustness.
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1 Introduction

At present, the existing mature technologies are usually based on the access control
mechanisms provided by third-party to build a safe and reliable network environment
[1, 2]. Most access control mechanisms use the centralized authorization models
including the sole decision point, to control the access requests from equipment.
Unfortunately, the continuous expansion of target network and the increasing amount
of equipment, which results in the sharp decrease of quality of service and poor system
robustness. Specially, when several equipment concurrently send requests for access,
the subsequent requests have to wait to be disposed until the decision point completes
the anterior requests, which substantially increases the authorization service time. In
order to enhance the quality of service, some research communities proposed the semi-
distributed authorization models [3, 4], which have several decision points being only
responsible for disposing the access requests in the corresponding area. In the same way,
this model can’t provide normal authorization service for equipment in some areas, when
one or some decision points have a single point of failure.

Therefore, the traditional authorization models cannot meet practical requirements
in terms of quality of service and system robustness. So, this paper presents a semi-
distributed authorization model, which adopts the hierarchical multi-decision point
mode, and spits the decision point of traditional centralized authorization model into
one core-authorization decision point and multiple sub-authorization decision points.
This model supports for several sub-authorization decision points to dispose the access
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request of one and the same equipment. So this model still can provide authorization
service for equipment, even though some decision points encounter system halted. At
last, the experimental results show that authorization service time of proposed model is
only 58 % of traditional centralized authorization model when this model deploys five
sub-authorization decision points. At the same time, it also can enhance its system
robustness by increasing the number of SADPs.

2 Related Works

Many studies have been carried out by industries to ensure the security of equipments.
Attempts that solving this problem have resulted in the development of access control
mechanism as follows.

For an illustrative purpose, five typical access control mechanisms are presented:
Cisco’s Network Admission Control (NAC) [5], Microsoft’s Network Access Protection
(NAP) [6], Juniper’s Unified Access Control (UAC) [7], Huawei’s Endpoint Admission
Defense (EAD) [8], TOPSEC’s Trusted Network Architecture (TNA) [9]. We analyze
these mechanisms in terms of distributed/centralized, system robustness, authorization
service time, and network scale, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of typical access control mechanisms

Technology Distributed/
centralized

System robustness Service
time

Network scale

NAC Centralized Poor Poor Medium and
small-sized

NAP Centralized Poor Poor Medium and
small-sized

UAC Centralized Poor Poor Medium and
small-sized

EAD Semi-distributed Weak good Weak good Medium

TNA Centralized Poor Poor Medium and
small-sized

However, these technologies have some lacks in system robustness, quality of
service and network scale. Therefore, some research communities propose multiple
decision-points model [3, 4], which splits the global authorization strategies into several
subsets and issues these subsets to corresponding decision point that only providing
authorization service in the defined area.
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3 System Overview

The traditional centralized authorization model or semi-distributed authorization model
cannot provide normal authorization service, when the failure of network devices or
links occurs. Meanwhile, the traditional centralized authorization model also has poor
quality of service. Therefore, we propose new authorization model to solve these above
problems.

3.1 Design

The decision point in traditional authorization model is a dedicated server, which is
equipped to provide authentication service. As illustrated in Fig. 1, our proposed model
uses one CADP and multiple SADPs to cooperate the overall functions.

Fig. 1. Proposed authorization model architecture

CADP is the most critical component, which not only provides authorization service,
but also is responsible for the planning and distribution of authorization strategies. And
SADP only provides authorization service, which can be deployed in network devices
rather than in dedicated servers, because SADP is just a special function (or protocol),
similar with other routing protocols (such as OSPF, RIP, BGP and so on).

This model splits one decision point into multiple decision points, so how to ensure
the consistency of authorization strategies between CADP and SADPs is the primary
problem. In startup, CADP stores the global authorization strategies and SADPs don’t
store any strategy. Only when SADP completes the registration from CADP, CADP will
issue the corresponding authorization strategies to this SADP, while CADP sends
keeping alive messages to SADPs. If CADP or SADPs can’t receive keeping alive
messages from others, SADP will clean out authorization strategies, and CADP will
cancel the authorization service to make SADP to re-register. On the other hand, the
operation of authorization strategies can only be done in CADP, and SADP can get the
newest authorization strategies from CADP.

An important feature of this model is that several SADPs can provide authorization
service for one and the same equipment, which is the biggest different from other tradi‐
tional authorization models. Even if an individual SADP has a single of failure, this
model is still able to respond to access requests. In this paper, we also define DP trust
that refers to the number of decision points providing authorization service for one and
the same equipment.
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3.2 Data Flow

This authorization service uses client/server authorization mode, which is consistent
with traditional authorization system. After SADP completes registration from CADP
and obtains authorization strategies, it is able to provide authorization service for
network devices. The data flow in this model is as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Data flow

The processing of authorization service in this model is as follows:

(1) In startup, equipments stay in un-accessed status, and
firstly send access requests;

(2) After receiving requests, CADP verifies equipment iden-
tity, determines whether to allow this equipment to
connect based on its Authorization Strategy-Base. At
last, it will return the decision to this equipment.

(3) After the equipment receives response from CADP, it
will adopt next action based on this response: if it’s
positive, the equipment sends registration request to
CADP; otherwise, it won’t adopt any action.

(4) After receiving the request, CADP verifies equipment
identity and decides whether to deploy SADP on this
equipment based on Registration Policy Set: If it’s
positive, CADP will issue corresponding authorization
strategies to this equipment; Otherwise, CADP ignores
this registration request.

(5) Non-accessed equipment sends access request to the
defined SADP.

(6) After receiving request, SADP verifies equipment iden-
tity, determines whether to allow this equipment to
access to the target network, and returns the decision.

4 Simulation and Analysis

This section validates the superiority of ND-OSDAM based on CERNET topology in
terms of authorization service time and system robustness.
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4.1 Experimental Environment

In order to verify the real performance, this part uses CERNET topology to set up
experimental environment, as shown in Fig. 3. CERNET includes 37 nodes and 46 edges,
which further contains 8 core-nodes and 8 backbone edges. Every node (except for core-
node) has a three layer of complete ten-ary tree, which make network topology include
3227 nodes and 3236 edges.

Fig. 3. CERNET topology

Our authorization model, compared with traditional authorization models, can
deploy multiple decision points. In order to further analyze the impact of the number of
decision point on authorization performance, this paper sets five scenes including
different number of SADP, as shown in Table 2. For example, S.2 indicates that two
SADPs are deployed respectively in Wuhan and Xi’an.

Table 2. Five scenes

Scene ID Number of SADP Location of decision points

S.1 SADP = 1 Wuhan

S.2 SADP = 2 Wuhan, Xi’an

S.3 SADP = 3 Wuhan, Xi’an, Beijing

S.4 SADP = 4 Wuhan, Xi’an, Beijing, Nanjing

S.5 SADP = 5 Wuhan, Xi’an, Beijing, Nanjing, Chengdu

4.2 Authorization Service Time

Authorization service time refers to the time between access request sent by equipment
and the equipment having accessed to target network, which is an important indicator
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to measure the performance of authorization model. To compare the difference between
our proposed model and traditional authorization models in terms of authorization
service time, this paper uses five scenes in Table 2 to verify that our model has a shorter
authorization service time, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Authorization service time

Compared with traditional authorization model only having one SADP, our model
has a shorter authorization service time. When the number of SADP is two, authorization
service time can be reduced by approximate 14 %; when the number is five, authorization
service time is only 58 % of traditional authorization model. As the number of SADP
increases, authorization service time continually reduces. Thus, our model can greatly
reduce the authorization service time, especially, in large-scale network.

4.3 System Robustness

System robustness is an important index to evaluate the feasibility of the authorization
system. We adopt the DP trust to measure the system robustness of our model.

Compared with traditional authorization model, our model can support several
SADPs to provide authorization service for one and the same equipment, which avoids
access requests not to be responded when some SADPs are in invalid. This part calculates
the DP trust of every device, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. DP trust

DP trust of each device in traditional centralized authorization model is just one. In
our model, DP trust is usually more than one, which is related with the number of SADPs.
For example, when it deploys four SADPs, the number of devices is only about 100 of
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which value of DP trust is one. As the number of SADPs increases, the range of DP trust
gradually expands, as well as the value of DP trust continually rises.

DP trust is just one in traditional centralized authorization model. When decision
point has a single point of failure, the system cannot provide authorization service for
network devices. Even if some SADPs have a single point of failure, our model also
offers multiple SADPs to increase the DP trust. It proves that our model has better system
robustness than traditional authorization models.

5 Summary and Outlook

Existing mature technologies use access control mechanism to ensure the security of
equipment and build a safe, reliable and controllable environment. However, most
authorization systems use centralized authorization mode, which does not meet practical
requirements in terms of quality of service and system robustness. Thus, this paper
presents a new model to solve these problems and to verify the validity of our model.
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